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Abstract: Studies about why employees leave an organization (turnover) abound, while knowledge is sparse about why employees leave an occupation (turnaway). The few studies targeted at turnaway have been limited to skilled-based professionals (e.g., engineers and ICT professionals), the effect of one factor at the time (e.g., wage), and a single country. We move the debate about turnaway forward focusing on a vocational occupation, i.e. union officers, and on the synergic effect of few factors across Italy, Canada and US. We build from Rhodes and Doering’s (1983) model for career change (of which turnaway is a peculiar case) considering push (i.e., workers’ dissatisfaction) and pull (i.e., occupational alternatives in the external environment) forces by pinpointing the role of values (i.e., value-fit between the individual and the occupation) and the institutional influence. We conducted 104 semi-structured interviews (33 in Canada, 37 in Italy and 33 in the US). We performed a thematic analysis through a three-step coding (reasons, factors, types) that resulted in an innovative six category typology to enhance theoretical reasoning and empirical analysis about turnaway. Our results point out that turnaway decisions are often determined by the interplay of different factors, attention to occupational value misfit is fundamental, and institutional settings shape some aspects of former union officers’ turnaway, also in an unexpected way.

Bio: Lorenzo Frangi is Professor of Employment Relations at the School of Management, University of Quebec in Montreal (ESG UQAM). His research examines how new employment relations settings and social dynamics affect both union actions and working conditions, mainly through an international comparative perspective. He analyzes different data sources with the goal of highlighting resources that foster union actions, opportunities to improve labour conditions, and industrial relations strategies to promote effective change. His contributions appeared in the British Journal of Industrial Relations, Work Employment and Society, European Journal of Industrial Relations, Economic and Industrial Democracy, among others.
Andrea Signoretti is Associate Professor of Sociology of Organization at the Department of Sociology and Social Research, University of Trento. His research focuses on organizational models, human resource management, industrial relations, and collective workers representation, also from an international perspective. He also studies human resource management practices and employment non-profit sector organizations. His contributions appeared in the Human Resource Management Journal, British Journal of Industrial Relations, European Journal of Industrial Relations, Economic and Industrial Democracy, Industrial Relations Journal among others.

Tingting Zhang is an assistant professor at the School of Labor and Employment Relations (LER), University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Her research focuses on unions as organizations in the United States, in comparison with other countries, mainly on how labor unions utilize their resources to respond to new external changes, such as the growing interest in social movement unionism and the rapid changes introduced by the future of work. She has published in journals such as British Journal of Industrial Relations, International Migration Review, Industrial Relations Journal, International Journal of Training and Development, and Canadian Public Policy.

Registration: Book now via Eventbrite: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/irru-202223-speaker-series-with-andrea-signoretti-tickets-621663481207